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The Nu Interpretation 

Original sin - Original trauma. Original trauma is experienced when a soul enters the womb. The 

experience in the womb lays the blueprint for the entire life experience of that soul for that 

particular lifetime. 

Sin - Shame. On Earth we manifest shame physically as blood.  

The Messiah - The first messiah expels shame physically. The second messiah expels shame meta 

physically. The messiah becomes a human embodiment of shame.   

The Last Messenger - The Mehdi who is foretold by Jesus, The Prophet Muhammad as well as 

several ancient civilisations.  

Essa - Jesus of Nazareth who was known by the name Yeshua whilst on Earth.  

End times - When Essa and the last messenger appear on Earth at the same time. The end times 

mark the end of the vibration of shame on planet Earth, thus the end of the illusion of death and 

the beginning of life without the existent vibration of shame.   
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The Devil - God deluded. A vibration accessible within every perspective. God deluded is also 

known as The ‘I Am Not’. 

Fear - The vibration of I don’t know. 

Shame - The vibration of I know (all).  

Demon - Pain. 

God the Father - The Mastermind. 

God the Son - The Universe, Genius. 

The Holy Spirit - That which can energetically hold the vibration of the Universe, Genius. This 

vibration manifests as Genius and Genius manifests as extraordinary acquisition or mastery. The 

Holy Spirit is available to all creation on Earth especially after the ascension of last messenger.  

Ascension - The process of energetically raising ones vibration to the level of Genius. Ascension 

typically occurs over several lifetimes.  
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The Holy Trinity - The triangular pyramid representing god, self and other or love, shame and 

fear or I am, I know and I don’t know.  

Atonement - The process of the energetic vibration of Genius, the Universe, becoming available 

to Earth through the last messenger. Through atonement energetic function at the level of genius 

(extraordinary potential) is available to all creation.  

666 - The angel number 6 which represents trust repeated three times. A sign for the last 

messenger so that he would recognise himself.  

Sacred scars - Scars visible on the last messenger foretold so that the messenger would 

recognise himself.  

Esa - Perfect embodiment of Love. 

The Prophet Muhammad - Perfect embodiment of Peace. 

The Last Messenger - Perfect embodiment of Freedom.  
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Karma - Turning into our shame, for example a person who in one life lynched black men by the 

testicles may be energetically drawn to becoming a black man in his next life so as to realise that 

he is his shame. When he realises that he is also his shame he realises that he is all that there is.  

Meditation - Becoming nothing.   

Death - The manifestation of the illusion of absence.  

Pain - Separation. Separation creates 7 illusions including the illusion of absence. The Universe 

separated itself so that it could experience itself. Traditionally this can be understood as God 

became pain so it could feel love.  

Love - Acceptance. 

Falsehood - Rejection.  

Hatred - Rejection of other. Hatred holds the vibration of shame and fear.  

Evil - Greed / Envy.                 Resurrection - Jesus’ teaching of reincarnation.  
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The Light - That which One longs for. 

The Darkness - That which One does not long for. 

Shame - The perception of God as self. 

Fear - The perception of God as other.  

gods - Entities which vibrate higher than the vibration of planet Earth.  

God (traditional notion) - The Universe, Genius. Every I and everything.  

A Greater God - The Mastermind. The vibrational entity which created this Universe, Genius.  

God (nu notion) - The highest perception of greatness available to the perceiver. God is infinite 

and therefore there is always a higher perception of greatness.  

Perceiver - The particular perspective being held by Genius, for example a person, a tree, a table.  
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Duality - Opposites. The overriding principle of this Universe is duality, or opposites. The principle 

of Mastermind is sameness. The love Genius has for its creation is experienced through opposites. 

The love Mastermind has for its creation is experienced through sameness. Mastermind has 

created several Universes. The principle of our sister Universe is uniqueness. The principle of our 

brother Universe is interest. All the Universes are related to each other.  

God (nu notion) - Infinite perspectives. Infinite potential.  

Intuition - Retrieving information from a certain perspective.  

The Universe - A spherical ball of heat created by Mastermind. The core of the Universe contains 

every perspective and the core of the Universe contains infinite potential.  At the core of the 

Universe is both Light and Nothing.  

Universal Degrees - 7 distinct degrees of heat concentrate within the Universe.  

3rd Degree - The degree of heat which is able to concentrate Genius as physical matter.  

Universal Truths - Laws which govern energetic life.   
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The Old Vibe - There is one perspective, it is mine and it is the truth.  

The Nu Vibe - There are multiple in fact infinite perspectives and they are all true. All 

perspectives belong to I Am aka The Genius aka The Universe.  

The Old Testament - The old self that is subject to pain. 

The Nu Testament - The nu self that experiences pain objectively. 

The Last Messenger before Rebirth - Human embodiment of shame.  

The Last Messenger after Rebirth - Embodiment of human existence without shame.  

He  - I 

She - Other         The Other - In the Nu Vibe there are no ‘Others’. There is only The Other.  

Pain with Shame - The experience of feeling unworthy.  

Pain without Shame - The experience of unpleasantness.  


